Pictures at The Point
Historic Spanish Points 2nd Annual Photographic Contest
Entry Dates: March 2-April 1, 2020 | Exhibit Dates: April 8-April 30, 2020

Categories:
A – Wildlife   B – Architecture/Structures   C – Plants and Flowers   D - Landscape

Prizes – 1st and 2nd Place and Honorable Mention in each category + Best of Show
People’s Choice Award (Awarded at Opening Reception)

Contest Rules

- Photographs must be taken at Historic Spanish Point within the last year. All photographs must be original works and owned by the entrant.
- Photographs must be printed 16”x 20” and mounted on 16” x 20” black foam core. (Matting and framing are not allowed.)
- Each entrant may submit up to two photographs.
- Basic editing, such as cropping, is allowed. No special effects or techniques are permitted.
- All photographs must have attached Entry Form A (download a printable entry form below). Please affix to the back, right-hand corner of the foam core.
- Entry form B (online or paper) and payment must be received before or at the time of drop off of the photograph.
- Entrants may select to give permission to Historic Spanish Point to use a digital copy of their entry/entries for future marketing purposes with photographer credit.

*NO TEXT/NAMES CAN BE DISPLAYED ON THE PHOTO*

---

**FORM A** – ATTACH TO BACK, LOWER RIGHT CORNER OF FOAM BOARD

LAST NAME:
FIRST NAME:
EMAIL:
STREET ADDRESS:
CITY: STATE: ZIP:
PHONE:
TITLE OF PHOTOGRAPH:
CIRCLE 1 ENTRY CATEGORY:
A B C D
PRICE $ NOT FOR SALE
I UNDERSTAND THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS CONTEST AND CERTIFY THAT THIS PHOTOGRAPH WAS PRODUCED BY ME. A 40% COMMISSION ON SALES FROM THE EXHIBIT WILL BE WITHHELD BY HISTORIC SPANISH POINT.

SIGNATURE DATE

**FORM B** – SUBMIT THIS FORM WITH ENTRY PAYMENT

LAST NAME:
FIRST NAME:
EMAIL:
STREET ADDRESS:
CITY: STATE: ZIP:
PHONE:
TITLE OF PHOTOGRAPH:
CIRCLE 1 ENTRY CATEGORY:
A B C D
PRICE $ NOT FOR SALE
I UNDERSTAND THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS CONTEST AND CERTIFY THAT THIS PHOTOGRAPH WAS PRODUCED BY ME. A 40% COMMISSION ON SALES FROM THE EXHIBIT WILL BE WITHHELD BY HISTORIC SPANISH POINT.

SIGNATURE DATE
IMPORTANT DATES FOR 2020 ENTRANTS

*Monday, March 2, 2020* -- The first day entries can be accepted. Entrants may drop off their original works at the Historic Spanish Point Visitor Centers from 9am-5pm, Monday through Friday.

*Wednesday, April 1, 2020* – DEADLINE for all entries.

*Wednesday, April 8, 2020* — Opening Reception 5:30-7:30pm. Winners announced in each category.

*Monday, May 4, 2020* — Photos must be picked up (9:00am-5:00pm)